SOIL MAPS IN THE NEWS
A GENERALIZED SOIL MAP OF SOUTH VIETNAM

The little soil map accompanying this article is a crude generalization of a soil map with legend in both French and English drawn at a scale of 1:1,000,000 and published in color by the National Geographic Service of Viet Nam in 1961. Surveying and drafting of the colored map were by Dr. F. R. Moorman, working under the auspices of the Directorate for Studies and Research in Agronomy, Forestry, and Animal Husbandry, with the technical and financial cooperation of F.A.O. and the International Cooperation Administration of the U.S.A. The map was edited by the Ministry of Agriculture of Viet Nam.

LEGEND

1 = Complex of mountainous soils, mostly red and yellow podzolic soils and lithosolic soils.

2 = Red and yellow latosols on basalt; undulating to rolling topography.